Writing & Grammar 8
COMPARISON CHART

NEW
Updates
This edition includes substantial changes
and follows many of the program updates
in Writing & Grammar 7. Design elements
and content organization have been
updated to give the course a middleschool look and feel. Some changes have
been made to better match customer
expectations and state standards. The
parts and pieces of this edition are not
compatible with components from the
previous edition.

4th Edition

3rd Edition
Textbook Snapshot

Content Updates
• Three new chapters have been added to address national
and state standards for narrative, informative, and
argumentative writing.

GRAMMAR TOOLBOX
USING TENSES CONSISTENTLY

Take Notes!

Writing Traits: Organization, Voice

• A research chapter was added to address standards for
research.

Using your own words, explain why writers need to use consistent verb tense.

Good writers are careful to use consistent verb tense in their writing. Since tenses
communicate time, using different tenses when describing one event will confuse
the reader. Consider this example:

Listen Up!

The following selection describes the life of a farm boy living during the Civil War.
Read the mentor text and identify all the verbs.

Jared eats two pieces of pie every night and drank a glass of milk.
Does the sentence describe an event that is currently taking place, or does it describe a past event? We cannot tell because it uses the present-tense verb eat and the
past-tense verb drank. The writer’s voice is inconsistent. The tense of one of these
verbs needs to change in order to avoid confusing the reader.

MENTOR TEXT

Ellen Creighton and her nine-year-old son, Jethro, were planting potatoes in
the half-acre just south of their cabin that morning in mid-April, 1861; they
were out in the field as soon as breakfast was over, and southern Illinois at that
hour was pink with sunrise and swelling redbud and clusters of bloom over
the apple orchard across the road. Jethro walked on the warm clods of plowed
earth and felt them crumble beneath his feet as he helped his mother carry the
tub of potato cuttings they had prepared the night before. . . .

• A new final chapter was added to give students a larger,
collaborative writing project that mimics real-world work.

Jared eats two pieces of pie every night and drinks a glass of milk.
Jared ate two pieces of pie every night and drank a glass of milk.

Partner Up!
Rewrite each sentence using consistent verb tense.

He filled a burlap pouch with the potato cuttings and hoisted it expertly to his
thin shoulder where a batch of new freckles was just beginning to appear. The
world seemed a good place to him that morning, and he felt
ready to stride down the length of the field with a firm step
and a joke on his lips.

1. I don’t eat my food until I first thanked God for my meal.
didn’t, thank, have thanked, had thanked

2. Because Patrick swam on the swim team, he will practice the butterfly stroke every day.

—Irene Hunt, Across Five Aprils

• The following chapters have been removed: “Prepositions,
Conjunctions, and Interjections”; “Using Adjectives and
Adverbs Correctly”; “Using Troublesome Words Correctly”;
“Spelling”; “Library Skills”; and “Study Skills.”

breaks, called

Try It Out!
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Lesson 27

Writing & Grammar 8

Think of a future event that you are looking forward to. Write a paragraph about that event
as though it already happened. Use the past tense consistently.
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• The following topics have been added: instruction of verb
mood; conjunctive adverbs; adverbial clauses and relative
pronouns; appositives; compound-complex sentences;
ambiguous, remote, and vague pronoun references; and
dashes and ellipses.

swims, will swim, practiced, practices, has practiced

3. When his car broke down, Chris calls a tow truck.

Now that you have found the verbs, identify the tense of these
verbs. Rewrite the paragraph, changing only half of the verbs to
a different tense. Is the paragraph better or worse? How does the
tense of the verbs affect the paragraph?

Chapter 3: Verbs

Lesson 27

• Spelling and study-skills content was moved to a handbook at the end of the student worktext.
• Discussion of library skills was moved to the new research chapter.
• Grammatical concepts from deleted chapters were added to other grammar chapters.
• A teaching cycle was added to the teacher edition.
• Writing instruction emphasizes the six traits of writing and the use of peer reviews to revise rough drafts.
• Chapter reviews have been incorporated into each chapter.
• Art has been significantly updated to be more engaging.
• Page count has been increased from 488 to 552.

New Features
• A Punctuation PowerUp feature was added to pair the teaching of punctuation rules with grammatical instruction.
• Writing Toolboxes were added to offer additional practice writing specific types of paragraphs, a poem, and a business letter.
• Grammar Toolboxes were added to offer direct application of grammar to writing.
• Mentor texts were added for deductive study of grammatical elements.
• More strategies for writing instruction were added throughout the teacher edition.
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